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Fundamental basics in computer assisted design and
manufacturing of dental prostheses
____________________________________
François Duret, Bernard Duret et Jean-Louis Blouin

In numerous industrialised countries we notice a rapid increase in the interest for CAD/CAM
techniques (Computer Assisted Design and Manufacturing). The great possibilities offered by
computers enable us today to manage enough data to solve automated production problems.
The dental prosthesis, as any type to complex and unitary piece realisation doesn’t escape this
fashion.
To say that the implementation of this type of devices is finished is an error. This optimistic
position in front of the tasks left to be executed would be pessimistic in view of the
importance of the research and development axis that we have identified about 15 years ago.
All the knowledge and the means to implement concerning tri dimensional capture, CAD or
digital command tool machines are immense. This explains why we can’t present such a
technology in only one publication. We estimate today that this article associated with the one
in Cahiers de Prothèse (1 and 2) are an inseparable whole.
When the first impressions were done by Pruman around 1710, he used virgin bee wax. With
this method he already explored the rules that are at the heart of the conception and
manufacture of contemporary prostheses. Their moulding was a 3D coding method, the
realisation of the object in ivory, the creative action of the piece and the setting adjusted with
coral powder, the cementing of the prosthesis. Today we have an arsenal of impression
materials, organic or not plaster, waxes, coatings and moulding materials.
Nothing has changed in the principle that was established by our famous ancestors. But
Science has felt an enormous evolutive pressure since the invention of the computer, not that
the laws have changed but because our therapeutic possibilities have radically transformed.
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The principle of the optical impression leans on 4 postulates:
- the measurement of the object must be independent from it;
- the measurement’s data mustn’t be influenced by any physical factor;
- the creation of the prosthetic piece must be accessible to all in the best theoretic
principles:
- the material must be chosen depending only on the medical psychological principles.
These basic principles have pushed our team to offer at the beginning of the 70s a compact set
constituted of:
- an optical captor to check the arches’ dimensions
- an image treatment software
- a prosthesis creation software
- a manufacturing set to create the piece (fig. 1)
This chain answered perfectly to the précised postulates and also reduced the time, cost and
imprecision for the realisation of a medical prosthesis. Naturally, we gave the name of optical
impression to the system or “dental prosthesis CAD/CAM”.
ANALYSIS OF VOLUME INSIDE THE MOUTH
If the electronic, data or robotics means are similar in their basic principles whatever the used
method, the same doesn’t apply to the shape for the data capture.
[Fig. 1: drawing showing the principle of the equipment]
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There are numerous 3D analysis methods for an object but there are mainly 3 that can be
offered. They are photogrammetry, holography and Moiré.
PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Photogrammetry (3) was described for the first time by the mathematicians Desargues (1640)
and Lambert (1770). It was the discovery of photography which enabled its real use from
1901 thanks to Pulfrich’s works. The most famous application is stereoscopy. It was widely
used in our homes at the beginning of this century to see landscapes in relief.
Let’s assume that 2 points S1 and S2 defined in space and external to the ΣM object. These
two points can be linked to a set of points of the object defining two cones ┌1 and┌2 who rays
would be S1M1,2,… and S2M1,2,…If the knowledge of S1 and ┌1 isn’t enough to know the
object’s relief, however the knowledge of the absolute position in space of S1 and S2 and the
orientation of any ray of the cones F1 and F2 enable the knowledge the exact position of any
point of the ΣM object. If the basic principle is simplistic its application presents great
complexities and a computer isn’t always enough to solve them (fig. 2).
The first works in dentistry date back to 1968 in Buffalo when a metric chamber was built by
the Bausch and Lomb company to study the evolution of carious cavities. Based on Swinson
(4) and Buschner’s work, the Germans Rooder and Heitlinger (5) offered in 1979 a system of
prosthesis realisation in 2 times (fig. 3):
- reading of the arch when the prepared tooth is and of the antagonist at the dentist’s;
- manufacturing of the models;
- after articulation and classic confection of the wax model, reading at the
prosthodontist of this model to execute the prosthesis with a tool machine.
This process can seem attractive but it has some shortcomings. The execution necessitates 2
reading systems, one at the dentist’s and the other at the laboratory technician’s, the
realisation of the model stays manual, specific 3D software aren’t really used and finally
materialising the impression stays a phase not conform to the basic theory as a material
system, data support, appears along the execution chain.
HOLOGRAPHY
Holography (6) is certainly the most prestigious of all 3D readings as it is both mysterious in
its materialisation and it uses laser beams which have a great interest in high-tech research.
But the discovery of holography by Denis Gabor (1948) who received the Nobel price in 1971
was a predictable thing if we know his work consisted in recognising microscopic objects.
The mechanical systems weren’t precise enough to enable a separation of the microscopic
points of the very small object, the best method logically being the use of the interferential
properties of light waves. The coherence of light was practically obligatory, thanks to the
fortuitous discovery
[Fig. 2: Principles of photogrammetry)
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of Laser rays in 1958 (7) that we were able to do the first holograms in 1963 (Leith and coll.).
A hologram is a photographic plate which receives a reflected wave, so it is deformed by the
analysed object and by a reference wave. The reflected wave suffers these modifications, a
type of de-phasing for each point of the object which makes the ray a transporter of the
object’s shape memory. If we reference this wave to a non deformable wave, it is possible to
find the third dimension and then the whole of the points ΣM of the object. To do that, we
must light the hologram with a fraction of the wave before it is deformed by the object.
WORKS ON HOLOGRAPHY
We can count wome work on holography among which the most prestigious are without a
doubt those of Burston’s team (8) in the USA. We have tried to orientate our work in the same
direction from 1972 to 1979 (9) without great success. If the hologram capture is rather easy
albeit slow, its development stays too complex to be imposed to dental practices. Particularly,
the restitution of the third dimension is very expensive in money and calculation time.
However we still work on it as it stays the most logical restitution of small volume objects.
[Fig. 3: Drawing showing Rooder’s block
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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If the study of Moiré as a physical phenomenon is very old (10), its application in topometry
only dates back to the 50s (11).
Coherent interferometry (or not) stays, in theory, close to moiré but its practice is much more
complex and more expensive. Thanks to Dantu, from the Ponts et Chaussée school, then to
Takasi (12) in orthopaedic medicine, we have rediscovered the extraordinary richness of this
physical phenomenon of superposing regular wefts (moiring).
If we superpose 2 lines networks (or wefts) and we lake sure that they have a slight angle,
alternating dark and light fringes appear (Fig. 4 and 5). The fact that the distance between
these fringes is bigger that the wefts themselves explains that this phenomenon was first used
to measure deformations or movements in odontology (13).
If the initial network is projected on an object, deformed by its relief, and we observe the
scene through a second entwrok identical to the first, we notice the appearance of level curves
more or less regular. These curves are the expression of height and can be represented in a
simple way (14 and 15).
Zn = β f / β – 2n
With n as a natural whole number
f is the focal of the used optics.
[Fig. 4: moiré effect]
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β is a parameter characteristic of the setting proportional to the spacing of the optical axes and
inversely proportional to the network’s distance. If these level curves aren’t theoretically
equidistant, they will be approximately in this zone of low thickness situated within the limit
of the field’s depth.
In front of the increasing number of researchers and the optical progress, particularly in tri
dimensional capture, it is possible to forecast a reading of the tooth’s shape at 1µm in the next
15 years to come. The major problem isn’t situated at this level but with the image’s treatment
and only its interpretation will enable full use of the researchers’ efforts.
TREATMENT OF IMAGE (16 and 17)
Human or animal vision uses 2 organs: the eye which captures data and the brain which treats
it. Neither the eye nor the brain can see separately. In the same way, the dental data capture
system is composed of an eye, the optical probe, and of a brain or image treatment software,
associated to a computer. If the camera is today more precise than the human eye, the
computer and all the world’s software are far behind the brain.
To overcome this lateness, Computer Assisted Vision (CAV) must operate a data reduction
without degrading the data contained inside the image of our tooth. For example, a cube can
be defined by an infinite number of points with less precision that if we define it by its 8
corner points. In the same way, to study a tooth cut with 50µm, there need to be at least
80.000 points but 4.000 points are enough to keep a precision of 25µm! It is during the
image’s treatment that we must choose the interesting points of the tooth not to overcharge the
calculator with some 640.000 starting values per tooth (Fig. 6).
To proceed correctly to this modification of the data, you need a knowledge of the analysed
object (here the tooth) and
[Fig. 5: Moiré on superior pre molar
Fig. 6: Different stages of CAV
Quality of information
Quantity of information
Recognition
Data extraction
Restoration
Coding
Sampling]
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of the objective (here, to build an object by CAM to work on it). The most classic
compression method is the one that follows:
- sampling
- coding
- extraction of contours.
The quantity of information will diminish as each step is passed. In CAV/CAD/CAM for
dental prostheses, the starting quantity of data is 250.0003…! and only 8003 at the end of the
treatment of the tooth’s image.
SAMPLING
There are numerous sampling methods. Each is linked to the type of studies for which they
are destined. For odontology, the L.S.I technology offers an attractive way. It is about using
matricial CCD devices (Charged Coupled Device). With this system, the photon are translated
into electric charges transported by a register with gap towards the exit where the image is
showed point per point. The fact that these CCD cameras (18) work on a very large spectre
explains that our interest is focused on this n-MOS technology rather than on non plan video
analysis tubes. With the current state of the technique and of each IEP’s (Image’s Elementary
Points) similitude’s requirements, we can find 512 x 512 PEL CCDs with each point’s
dimension of 15µm (Fig. 7).
[Fig. 7: Thomson CCD n° 7861].
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To avoid the blur of the image, it is necessary to stock it rapidly in specific memories. For this
reason, the current speed of CCD material is 15 mega Hertz maybe 7 in certain cases. The
discretisation or (cut of all the dynamic views) will be the first operation on the image. For it
to be correct, you need enough resolution (the image will well defined) and not too high (so
that the computer doesn’t have a huge mass of data). We use in dental CAD/CAM a square
value of 512 lines (29) which is practical for our computer. The memory must be 256Koctects minimum.
CODING AND IMAGE COMPRESSION
If we work with a 32 bits bus it is possible to envisage an internal transmission of 10 M-octets
per second. The definition of our image is possible with such a structure. But the use of a
classic communication network, like the PTT one, imposes the reduction of the flow if we
choose a mixed installation dentist/technician.
A PTT line of 9600 bits/second divides by 1000 this flow and we need no less than several
minutes to transfer an image! We understand why the compression of the data, that is to say
the creation of specific files is necessary. A bi dimensional stock is a good solution for 256Koctects.
This run for speed and data transfer exactness can go through a compaction. To compact the
information is to, without diminishing the data quantity, rearrange them and make them less
sensitive to noise. Thus it is possible to reduce the dynamic of the information, to code per
area (very much used in RX) or to use a tolerance threshold which respects the precision of
the method. We can also use a differential coding by only transmitting the difference between
a IEP and another or by doing a skelettisation by local approximation by using the method of
the less squares.
What is important is that the amplitude of the signal corresponds to the intensity levels of
pixels and that the images columns are reported to the time scale. The signal can be
decomposed in a suite of discrete values, voxel reflection (Element volume) and time. The
Fourier transformed mathematically apply these principles and decompose our complex
signals in simpler signals called harmonic and expressed in a sinusoidal way (Fig. 8). Each
harmonic is defined by its amplitude and has a ∆ phase. By reporting to our image line we can
represent it in the shape of two lines, one representing the amplitudes coefficient and the other
one the phase. There is a representation of the information in a condensed and symmetrical
shape whose compression rate is around 10. The most famous transformation is Fourier’s
(19).
If we work only on the number of fringes it will be the same as reducing the values to two
levels of grey. This coding has been used for
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a long time (1950) and has the advantage of being quick. The value of these tooth contours
and of the fringes can be translated in a rather specific Moiré image Freeman code especially
if this one is over 2 bits.
RESTAURATION
The image thus compressed must be reshaped to be used. Even in the absence of compression,
we would need to use this treatment as it has the advantage of correcting the image while
giving a restitution to make it usable by the CAM software. The principle is to get as close as
possible to the original image (Fig. 11). To better it, we need to diminish the noise and
increase the contrasts; unfortunately, there is often an antagonism between both actions. For
example, straightening the image decreases the noise but also the level of modulations and if
it is done by averaging 9 points, it will be necessary to do no less than 2.4 million operations!
(for an image of 512 x 512). To achieve the bettering of the contrasts, which is necessary on
the teeth where F.T.M. is very bad, we will need to intervene on the distribution or the grey
levels histogram. The most known method is the L.U.T (Look Up Table) which associates for
each level of IEP an intensity of grey (Fig. 9 and 10).
EXTRACTION OF INFORMATION
The segmentation: there is only a certain amount of data which presents an interest for us and
they will be recognised by the extraction software to transmit to the computer. There are
roughly two methods of image segmentation; the first one goes from “top” to “bottom” and
the second the opposite.
- in the first method, the image is considered as constituted of a bottom, with no major interest
and a tooth which is what we are interested in.
[Fig. 8: a. Peano’s sweeping of the 3*3 square is initialised bottom left. The resulting vector is
composed in order of 1, 2, 3, … 8, 9. All there is left to do is initialise it elsewhere for the
vector to be very different, even though each point is neighbour. b. Classical “in line”
sweeping for television.]
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We must look for the maximum data of the IEP specific to each of these regions. If this is
possible, the distinction is easy. In our case, the signal isn’t bimodal ( the bottom has the same
F.T.M. as the black fringes), so it is necessary to proceed with histogram “valleys”. WE
developed this method at the S.O.F.R.E.B days in 1983 (20).
- in the second method, we go from a small region to create an oil stain. This method realises
a remarkable ‘iterative accretion’ for complex images. Both methods can be used together.
The research for edges and contours follows very strict rules. At the edge level, we do a
global thresholding, sometimes a “contre-jour” lighting is used” to define the detection of the
level of depth with regards to the object. We have experimented this approach at
[ Fig. 9: the L.U.T. being charged with values 5 by 5, the linear function becomes stepped
with no modification of pixels. The image won’t be significantly changed: there will only be 5
times less levels of grey (16)
Fig. 10: Postion of the L.U.T. in the signal’s way]
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the Garancière in 1983 but it doesn’t look like it need to be chosen today for numerous
reasons, particularly because of the CCD’s great sensitivity.
Generally, the choice between local thresholding and differential filters or gradients is done
with experimentation and depends on both the used method (Moiré) and the analysed object
(the tooth). It is certain that the fringes contours’ research is the most complex phase and the
most important for our optical moiré images in odontology. It enables the determination of
level curves and their identification. The research for texture, that is to say the distribution
frequency of the image’s motives will give us more information on our fringes and on the
intermediary zones. Thanks to the appropriate algorithms, we will have the exact distribution
of the successive levels of the object.
[Fig. 11: Approximation with a half circle: the distances are represented with lines (Extract
from Digital Image Processing by W.P. Pratt)]
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At this stage we have a synthetic tooth image with level curves brought back in thickness to
an IEP and an object contour determined with the precision of our reading and the imprecision
of our successive operations on the tooth’s image.
CORRELATION OF VIEWS
As we remarked, we have done several views of the same buccal zone. It is now time to
correlate them and to find a common referential as the views’ axis moves in space.
With this operation, we get auto-correlations expressions of value 1 and decorrelated zones of
value 0. Studies on dental movement would be very rigorous if they were based on this
observation: all you need to do is not to follow the correlated zones but the value 0 zones to
know if the object is deformed, here, has moved and to identify its movement.
Correlation is a very interesting phase where technical feat and very high level industrial
secrets are mixed. But it is impossible to envisage a tri dimensional recognition of the tooth
without using this experimental labyrinth.
IMAGE’S LANGUAGE
It is the basis of communication with the CAD/CAM software. The image language card is
constituted of a grammar or a set of words of simple shape. We find the expression of our
object’s relief in the shape of computer data directly usable by a given computer standard;
thus the corner will be symbolised by < and the arc by >… We can also use Freeman’s
symbolism numbered from 1 to 7 for all the angles between 0 and 360° (every 45°). All there
is left to do is return our image to the CAM screen which will replace our plaster mould and
will enable the generation of the intrados then the extrados of the prosthesis.
THE CAM SOFTWARE
The computer assisted conception systems are to dentists what robots, digital commands and
automats are to manufacturing.
The material environment is composed of a Mini/Micro Calculator, for example the Vax
series from D.E.C. (Digital equipment), an exploitation system, preferably VM.S. or Unix
standard… and a 32 bits central processor between 0.3 and 0.9 Mips associated to a linked
floating card. The minimum central memory must be around 3 Mo with a mass memory of 30
to 60 Mo. In-out channels are on 8 multiplexed lines RS 232C up to 196000 bauds with
parallel in-outs of 16 or 32 bits up to 500KHerz.
[Fig. 12: Model of a tooth]
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The handling of this type of software meant, a few years ago, that you needed specialised
personnel and aimed high technology areas such as aeronautics, space or nuclear industries.
These synthetic images are now aiming for Small and Medium Companies and the medical
sector. Training sessions are necessary and they demonstrate that the use of dental CAM
imagery isn’t as complex as we have often said it was.
CAM SOFTWARE (23)
Several types of solutions exist in 3D from modelling with wire to solid modelling and the
algorithm will be determined by the application envisaged during the specifications study. For
a dental prosthesis, the choice is limited by the cost/performance factor.
- with “wire” modelling, the sides of the object are memorised as rows of 3D lines and
circular elements. This technique is useful to visualise dental elements as it was the case at the
Garancière (Fig. 13) and stays very limitative and
[Fig. 13: presentations modes of a solid
a) spatial presentation
b) border (or surface)
c) history of creation]
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particularly during the starting up of the mechanical manufacturing modules necessary to the
realisation of CAM prostheses.
- with surface modelling, the software will work on surfaces by associating several
characteristic elements and the sides considered as limits of these surfaces in space. This
technique, which has numerous advantages, enables a rapid creation of the object and of the
movement of a tool in surface. On the contrary, this structure of volumes makes any work on
the material difficult and is limited to simple objects, different from those found inside the
mouth.
- finally, and this represents the tops of 3D CAM, there is the solid modelling. This technique
must be chosen in dental prosthesis even if it appears slower to mask the hidden lines of the
material and even if it supposes a great power in the addressing speed and the calculation
capacity. Are left to be defined the modelling algorithms but this is another affair past the
framework of this article. Today we use the 3D software EUCLID from Matra-Datavision and
the modelling leans on these calculation models and on the prosthesis’ algorithm. Born in
1970, it is only from 1982 that we have modelled the first teeth on this high performance
software.
The global system is composed of 800 modules accessible to the user but all aren’t
represented on the Hennson CAD/CAM software. All the data forms a whole organised
according to a structure of unique and accessible data. The unicity enables us to communicate
with the volumes, physical attributes, sides or data of digital command at any time of the
operation.
Thus it is possible to model our dental zone, to visualise it, to measure the sides to help the
ODF diagnosis and to memorise each element of the chain.
There is a library of teeth, as we ourselves have a memory of the shape of each one when we
must realise a wax model. The tridimensional view of our tooth has defined a volume in
which this theoretical tooth will be cloned. This deformation can be preceded by an
identification of the patient’s teeth’s shape and thus have a symmetrical pre deformation
before the tweaking in the prosthetic envelope (Fig. 14).
After having increased the stump and at the same the intrados of our future prosthesis, we are
going to operate by transformation on the memorised and pre prepared tooth. Most
transformations are possible with a CAM tool but we quickly realise that only some functions
are interesting in dental prosthesis. They are on the one hand the classic geometrical
transformations such as the translation or the rotation and on the other hand, more specific
modifications such as the deformation of the lines of the contours or of the angulation of an
incisive side. The transformations by positioning constraint or adjustment give the exact clone
of the memorised shape and enable us to place ourselves in a volume defined by:
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- finish lines of the cut
- mesial and distal plans at the contact zones
- tangent vestibular and lingual plans at the vestibular and lingual surfaces of the
neighbouring teeth modified
- of the occlusal surface resulting from a deep study of the movements of fixed markers on the
mandibles or of a simple view of the teeth in static occlusion.
For the realisation of bridges, we use the principle of material fusion. For ODF brackets, the
research on common parts like the attachments and for help to surgical parodontology
diagnoses or ODF, we use the study of the cut module and section.
VISUALISATION CONSOLE
The visualisation console enables the “physical” representation of the optical impression and
the dialog with the basic software and specific parts. It is possible amongst other things, to
zoom or increase some zones of the tooth (finishing line, bevel…) to visualise the mandibular
movements and to modify a shape obtained by CAM to make it more functional or aesthetic;
a value of 1024 x 1024 points on a 31cm screen seems a rational approach in dental
ergonomics.
The first part of the treatment of the visualised image consists in calculating the perspective of
the objects within the framework of freedom degrees of the observer and characteristics of the
field (Fig. 13). Each volume portion is brought back to a surface projected on the screen. Then
we have to fill the image point per point that is to say delete the hidden parts, give colours or
shades… it is the most complex part. The cinema animation is possible either by moving the
tooth’s set or by moving part of the piece (study on the mandibular movements). Once the
image is calculated it is transferred to a high resolution digital memory and for each image
cycle it is converted into a high resolution video signal.
The representation mode of the tooth can be spatial, surface or creation history (Fig. 11).
- for spatial representation, elementary volumes such as cubes, spheres are used. If directly
having access to elementary volumes simplifies the union or intersection volume operations,
on the other hand the quantity of data is very high if we want to keep the required precision
for the prosthesis. This representation was used during the Garancière in Paris in 1983. This
representation is efficient but it is a dangerous approximation for manufacturing.
- for border or surface representation, the tooth appears as a set of surface bits called “faces”,
breaking up all the sides and whose intersections are called “peeks”. This representation has
the advantage of being compact and exact but it isn’t so good for belonging tests which is
very annoying for
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interactive modifications of crows. To avoid this difficulty, it is necessary to use algorithms
capable of decomposing each surface into elementary subdivisions.
CREATION HISTORY
- for the third representation or “creation history”, the volumes are considered as envelopes of
the trajectory of a plan’s contour (as Posselt’s feather in occlusion). The trajectory can be a
plane curve or left. As well as the previous difficulties, the visualisation one is added.
However the fact that it keeps all the data about the geometrical model enables its use for
body dynamics and manufacturing.
The greatest interest of these methods stays the study possibilities of movement (occlusion),
of deformation and of dilatation (prostheses). Modelling of an object in the shape of a virtual
model makes the punctual correction possible for instance of a movement, and adjunction or
the suppression of an element as well as the geometrical transformation of the tooth or its
environment. It is undoubtedly at this level that the quality of fundamental work of the
prosthesis applies the best, even if it is not the most complex part.
The control function entails in this type of software all the tools which enable past the
visualisation to check the adequacy of our realisation. This surveillance is defined by basic
standards specific to our prosthetic realisations and can be used directly with a minimum
handling of the software.
At the side of the CAD/CAM software there is the digital command that is to say the
automatic obtaining of the exact geometry of the material to be removed during a
manufacturing phase and the verification of the spatial interfaces between the elements of the
tool machine – piece set. There are essentially 3 modules:
- acquisition of the geometrical data of the finished piece and the evolution steps of the
gross piece as well as the technological parameters of the manufacturing cycles.
- the generation and visualisation of the tool’s movement
- the translation of this information in a language known by our machine such as the
APT or the Promo
All there is left to do is choose the material and manufacture it.
DIGITAL COMMAND
The necessity of fast and good production makes us have to think digital command when we
speak of execution of dental crowns.
The digital command system of machines has considerably bettered since the apparition of
DRM (machine language data) in direct relationship with the tool machine without the
intermediary perforated bands. If our MOCN (digital command tool machine) wasn’t directly
linked to the CAM software at the Garancière, the DRM link was totally established and the
pre memorised language
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transmitted by our computer would start in an APT language the machine’s power amplifiers.
We can note that the use of a direct command diminishes or even completely suppresses the
manual interventions during usage. On the other hand, it doesn’t stop the introduction of
complementary data and of manufacturing surveillance. With a digital command device (Fig.
15), precision isn’t a function of mechanical settings as they no longer exist but of the pre
positioning of the tools in the tool holder and of the finesse of the tool’s work. These
precisions aren’t random and can be pre determined.
There are several types of digital commands:
- point per point or positioning command. In this case, the movements are done on 2 axes
such as XY, XZ, YZ. The longitudinal engine insures movement in X and the transversal
engine in Y. The third axis, here Z or W, works occasionally.
- for para-axial movement, as well as the positioning defined previously, the digital command
work in parallel of the axes’ slides thus insuring the reading of the programming of the speed
on 2 or 3 axes. It supposes that we program the speed of the brooch as a function of the used
tool, the manufactured material, of the passes’ depth and of the plates movement speed. It
would be a mistake to program a digital command without mastering the different factors.
- finally, doing the contours which can be point per point or continuous, supposes a conjoined
movement of all three engines in the space or envelop available at the manufacturing center.
Generally, for this type of program, we find:
- the tool’s reference number for an automatic change machine, which is necessary for the
execution of a complex shape as is the case of a prosthetic element.
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- drilling sequence or relative or absolute coordinates of the positioning of the drilling surface
Speed of the brooch often going from 2000 to 60000 turns per minute for a micro drill
- movement speed of the X, Y, Z axes
- dimension of quick forward and back movement of the tool to place rapidly place itself on
the manufacturing site or to avoid an overhanging area without touching
- if necessary a spraying dimension
- choice of material for the crown
- start or finish of the manufacture.
PROSTHESIS MANUFACTURING
It is necessary to remind you that there are several manufacturing methods (24), conventional
and non conventional ones. All the materials present on Earth have an appropriated technique
associated, thus the non precious but conductive metals can be electro eroded and the ceramic
can be manufactured with ultra sound. If with the conventional method we find drilling or
turning, the non conventional methods are numerous and we can signal laser manufacturing
which is without a doubt promised to a great future in our profession.
The manufacturing method which interests us more particularly today is conventional and is
divided into drilling for tender materials (roughing) and abrasion for the resistant materials.
From a pre shape in a material deemed biocompatible, we manufacture following the order of
the tool’s movement printed by the computer and more specifically the CNC to the tool
machine.
We notice straight away that we can use extremely varied materials which enable a great
choice. The material, as well as having aesthetic qualities, will be manufactured with he rigor
of an industrial production which will avoid secondary effects that we know both on the
biological qualities and the mechanical properties.
Manufacturing by removing matter must be studied with the greatest care. When we deal with
“tender” materials such a compounds whereas working with cutting tools is possible and for
ceramics, it would be interesting to use abrasion. Abrasive materials are currently much more
resistant than most of our materials (25). We can find alumina, silica carbide and diamond. As
well as considering abrasive materials, it is necessary to have a resistant binder, depending on
the pre shape, to the very high temperature which can accompany the shaping.
Among the remarkable advantages of abrasive manufacturing, its low tolerance insures a great
precision. In the worst case a value of 15µm is often obtained during the manufacturing of
ceramics, to which we can add the precision the machine itself.
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To talk about a manufacturing precision of +- 20µm isn’t absurd nowadays.
By giving a closer look to this mechanism, we notice that only a few grains act upon the
abrasion and it is only their summit which works. It is possible to show that the angle defines
the quality of the work of the tool. The more positive the angle, the most quantity of matter is
removed. For each type of material there is a optimal angle and its research is capital to
optimise the cycle.
We see that there is little difference between manufacturing by drilling and manufacturing by
abrasion. The difference is only in the fact that the pressure applied by the tool to the piece is
very low and that for the abrasion only a small surface is used. Of course, the smaller the
penetration, the longer the manufacturing cycle. For this reason, it is current to rough the
piece with a rougher method and then finish the work with a finer and finer abrasive system.
In the case of a premolar, the first rough action of around 200µm takes about 6 minutes (7s
per turn), the second more precise action (50µm) takes around 10 minutes and the automatic
polishing between 2 and 4 minutes which means a total time of 20 to 30 minutes for a slow
manufacturing. Please also note that pre manufacturing can be executed before the piece is
generated by the CAM software which reduces the time by 15 minutes. This approach
supposes a new way of situating the organisation of one own time and particularly the use of
dead times. It might be judicious to amortize the investment of such a system by executing a
dental act during rather than before the appointment… but this is another story.
CONCLUSION
The legitimate creative ambitions of the modern practitioner cruelly face the weakness of
technological means available to realise them. In our scientific reasoning needs for high
precision live next to uncertain handlings. This distortion deeply troubles the conscious
practitioner.
The analysis of our prosthetic actions reveals that a great number of operations need the
undivided attention of highly qualified personnel not because of their difficulty but of their
importance. The human brain is thus relegated to a role of meticulous censor of operations. It
isn’t doubtful that these intelligent and creating beings have better to do than lead a merciless
fight, given that we already know that the high performance industrial machines can rid them
of these ungrateful and preoccupying tasks.
We must see our technology as a tool at the service of our reasoning and a means at the height
of the realisations of our acquired science. We think that this good balance between
conception and realisation is guarantees great success and scientific progress.
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